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The US-Taiwan Business Council Comments on the Proposed Foreign Military Sale to Taiwan of
F-16 Pilot Training & Maintenance/Logistics Support
The US-Taiwan Business Council today welcomed the announcement of a possible Foreign Military Sale of F-16 Pilot Training
and Maintenance/Logistics Support to Taiwan at an estimated cost of US$500 million. The Defense Security Cooperation
Agency (DSCA) delivered the required certifications notifying Congress of the proposed Taiwan arms sale on April 15, 2019.
The published Congressional Notification (transmittal number 19-11) is for the continuation of a pilot training program and
maintenance/logistics support for F-16 aircraft currently at Luke Air Force Base, Arizona, to include flight training;
participation in approved training exercises; inert/dummy training munitions; supply and maintenance support; spares and
repair parts; support equipment; program management; publications; documentation; personnel training and training
equipment; fuel and fueling services; engineering, technical, and logistics support services; and other related elements of
program and logistical support necessary to sustain a long-term CONUS training program. 1
Council President Rupert Hammond-Chambers noted that “the announcement of an arms sale today, the ongoing pilot
training, maintenance and logistics of Taiwan's F-16 aircraft at Luke Air Force Base, is a timely reminder of the ongoing
relevance of the Taiwan Relations Act which is being celebrated for its 40th anniversary this week. The Trump
Administration is continuing to provide timely and regular arms sales in support of Taiwan’s ongoing military readiness."
About the US-Taiwan Business Council:
The US-Taiwan Business Council (www.us-taiwan.org) is a membership-based non-profit association, founded in 1976 to
foster trade and business relations between the United States and Taiwan. The Council provides its members with business
intelligence, offers access to an extensive network of relationships, and serves as a vital and effective representative in dealing
with business, trade, and investment matters.
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See the DSCA website at http://www.dsca.mil/major-arms-sales
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